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Abstract:

Foil measurements covering the fast, epithermal and thermal

neutron energy regions have been made in the centre of the Swedish

D^O-moderated reactor Rl, in the pool reactor R2-0, and in

different positions in reactor shields of iron, magnetite concrete

and ordinary concrete. Neutron spectra have also been calculated

for most of these positions, often with the help of a numerical inte-

gration of the Boltzmann equation. The measurements and the cal-

culated spectra are presented.
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Introduction

For most practical applications the foil activation technique

is not yet sufficiently accurate to form the sole basis for the deter-

mination of the most probable neutron spectra. However, if a

certain spectral shape is assumed, accurate foil measurements

afford a good possibility of determining absolute values and of

testing the spectral assumption. The assumption may originate

from anything between simple estimates of the functional beha-

viour of the spectrum and sophisticated, time-consuming Monte.

Carlo calculations.

Foil measurements covering the fast, epithermal and thermal

neutron energy regions have been made in the centre of the Swedish

D7 O -moderated reactor Rl, in the pool reactor R2-0, and in diffe-

rent positions in reactor shields of iron, magnetite concrete and

ordinary concrete. The configurations used for the concrete

experiments have previously been described in detail (Aa-64).

The results of the tests are presented in diagrams. The clearest

diagrams result from the plotting of lethargy neutron flux versus energy,

both coordinates to a logarithmic scale. Such diagrams are easy to

compare and cover the whole energy region of interest. The experi-

mental values presented are absolute, and specific for the given

reactor power.

Assumed spectra

A well-known example of a simple spectral assumption is the

division into a Maxwellian, a l/E-, and a fission neutron distribu-

tion. This three component presentation

E^(E) =
,-E/kT

o
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has been used as a first approximation; the three main parameters

are the fluxes G>T, , G$ . and Ör. Usually T has been taken as
^th 'epi ^f }

equal to T s 293. 6 °K. The corresponding curve is shown in the

diagrams as a solid line. In the figures a, stands for the ratio

0 -/^th" ^ course, the approximate nature of this representa-

tion must be borne in mind, especially the behaviour in the joining

regions, described by the cut-off function A in eq. (l).

For the l/E-distribution, and thus for the A-function, a

sharp upper limit is rather arbitrarily assumed at 1 MeV (cf. Br-60,

KÖ-63). A monotonic energy cut off function A-> (We-62) and a "bump"

function (Jo-60) are alternatively used at the lower end of the l/E-

distribution. The fission spectrum used is the LASL-spectrum given

by Cranberg et al. (Cr-56).

Only a very short description will be given of the calculating

methods applied. The computer programmes NIOBE (Pr-60),

KOLT (Hå-62) and NESPECO (Ny-63) have been used. All of these

are based on the numerical integration of the Boltzmann equation.

Only NIOBE calculates spectra at positions outside the source.

The NIOBE calculations have to be made in a spherical geometry,

while the KOLT and NESPECO calculations have been performed

for a homogenized, infinite geometry with uniformly distributed

sources.

A Monte Carlo calculation of the neutron spectra from uranium

rods in D?O has been made for the core configuration of the reactor

Rl (Le-63). This spectral shape has also been used.

The spectrum in Rl has been measured by means of a chopper

(Jo-62) up to 10 keV. The shape of this curve has also been used as

an assumed spectral shape.
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Foil activation methods

Conventional foil technique has mostly been applied. In-, Au-,

Mn-, and Cu-foils, with resonance energies at 1.46, 4.9, 337

and 580 eV, respectively, have been used for the epithermal and

thermal parts of the spectrum. Methods with paired foils and Cd-

covered foils have been applied (Ni-58, Aa-64). In one case, a

preliminary value (Ma-63) has been obtained from a fluorine de-

tector (Ko-63), sensitive at about 30 keV.

The results from the foils sensitive to epithermal neutrons are

plotted at an energy equal to the first activation resonance. The

circles (o) are the uncorrected $ .-values, actually correspond-

ing to activities from neutrons both in the resonance region and in

the region just above the Cd-cut-off at about 0. 5 eV. The triangle»

(A) represent the activities from the resonance region only, the

effect of the other one being eliminated with the help of results

from other foils, e. g. In or Au. Corrections for resonance ab-

sorption and scattering have been calculated and applied for the four

types of detector foils.

The fast neutrons have been detected by means of the threshold

detectors In, P, S, Ni, Ti and Al(n,a). Some details of the

methods, including references for the cross-section curves used,

have been presented in an earlier paper (Ni-63), which also intro-

duced the definitions of 0 ,, the modified fast neutron fission flux,

and s, the modified average cross section. Only a short summary

of the relations between these parameters, accordingly, is given

below.

For a certain arbitrary spectrum f (E, E'), normalized to the

normalized fission neutron spectrum ff(E) at E = E , the modified

average cross section s is given by

s= / f(E, E ) c{E) d E / / ff(E) dE (2)

o



The modified neutron fission flux Ö r is obtained from

A = s gfmf (3)

where A is the measured saturation activity per mass unit,

corrected for decay, background, efficiency etc.

For the fission spectrum neutron flux <$,, the corresponding

equations are

5- = / U E M E ) d E (4)

and

A = 5 #. (5)

In contradistinction to the fission spectrum flux, <$ . has the

essential property of being constant independent of the type of the

detector, provided that the assumed spectrum shape agrees with

the true one. Thus $ - can be used for checking spectral assump-

tions. The more constant 0 , is found to be for threshold detec-
rmf

tors with different energy response, the more probable it is that

the assumed spectrum will be a good approximation in the energy

region in question.

The circles in the diagrams, representing the results from

the different threshold detectors, are given at the corresponding

threshold energies E , , of the respective reactions (Table 1).

The circle show the height of the modified fission neutron spectrum

at E , , .eff
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Results

All the spectra are given in the diagrams (Figs. 2, 3, 6, 8,

9, 10). Table 1 also shows the results of threshold detector mea-

surements as compared to spectral assumptions in three different

positions. The identification numbers of the configurations are

the same as are used in (Aa-64).

The ordinates of the circles, representing the threshold detec-

tor results in Figs. 2, 3 and 8, may be obtained by multiplying the

Ö values of the "Fission. LASL" columns in Table 1 with
m f
E „ • f, (E ,,).

eff f v eff;

Guide to the diagrams

Centre of reactor Rl

Measurements have been made in the centre of the Swedish

D_O-moderated reactor Rl (Fig. 1). In Fig. 2, each of the three

assumed spectra in the fast energy region has been normalized to

the average result obtained from the threshold detectors. The

shape of the dotted curve results from a calculation on an infinite,

uniformly distributed source of fission neutrons in D,O (Hå-62).

Table 1 shows the result of the 0 , test. It may be mentioned

that for a fission spectrum 0 , is equal to QL according to the

definition.

The square (Q) represents the results from thin Au-foils in

Au-Cu pairs, and the circle at the same energy stands for results

from thick, Cd-covered Au-foils corrected for resonance absorp-

tion. The chopper curves (jo-60, Jo-62) are both normalized to

the results from the thin Au-foils. These results have also been

used to correct the Mn- and Cu-values.

The fit at about 10 keV between the spectrum given by

Leimdörfer (Le-63), normalized with the help of the threshold
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detector results, and the l/E-part, normalized to the independent

Au-values, is remarkably good.

Centre of R2-0

Measurements have been made in the centre of the pool reactor

R2-0, which is equipped with fuel elements of the MTR type. The

core configuration is shown in Fig. 5.

The calculated curves have been normalized to the results of

the P-detector (Fig. 3). This has entailed a multiplication with a

factor 1.42 for the original, absolutely calculated NIOBE curve.

As regards this discrepancy between measured and calculated

values, however, it ought to be borne in mind that the calculation

was made in a spherical geometry. A core radius of 30 cm has

been used. The measured value at the Au-resonance energy obtained

from an Au-Cu pair can also be compared to the P-normalized

NIOBE results in Fig. 3. The deviation is only 20 per cent.

The KOLT calculations have been made on an infinite, homo-
-3 -1

geneous core with a source density of 1 n • cm • s . I f factors

for power density (based on results from thermal detector) and

for buckling (Ni-6l) are added, 1. 35 x 10 and 0. 735, respecti-

vely, the calculated and the measured fluxes will differ only by a

factor of 1.17 in the fast region.

The difference in shape between the KOLT and NIOBE calcu-

lations may originate from the difference in the number of points

calculated. Table 1 shows the result of the 0 r test.

Centre of fast reactor EBR

For comparison, a neutron spectra is also given for a fast

reactor (Fig. 4).
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Magnetite concrete, R2-0, configuration 2

Fig. 5 shows a part of the magnetite concrete shield (p = 3. 7

g • cm" ) around the pool of the R2-0 reactor, where neutron

spectra have been calculated and measured (Fig. 6). There was

a water distance of 20 cm between core and concrete. The spectra

are given for varying thicknesses of concrete. An equivalent radius

of 30 cm was assumed and used for the NIOBE calculations; the

centre of the sphere was placed 30 cm behind the front of the core.

The absolute NIOBE calculations were obtained in two sets of

results, each set covering different energy regions. In the diagram

the result for the higher energies was normalized against the mea-

sured P-activity. The other set was subsequently normalized to the

first one at about 0. 1 MeV. The normalizing factors for both energy

ranges are given in the diagram, designated "x 2. 34", and they

illustrate the agreement between the absolute NIOBE results, and

the height of the spectrum in the fast energy region obtained from the

P-activities. After 145 cm concrete the NIOBE calculations have

been a factor 2 - 4 higher than the experimental values in the fast

region.

The 0 . curves have been drawn according to results from
€TJ X ,

Au~Cu pairs (Aa-64). The results of Mn foils are given at E = 337 eV.

The difference between the solid line and the NIOBE curve in the epi-

thermal region illustrates the agreement between resonance activa-

tion results and the NIOBE calculations normalized with the help of

the P-activities.

In the position nearest to the core the fluorine detector has

also been used.

It is interesting to observe that all NIOBE spectra from 65. 5

cm to 18 5. 5 cm are very similar except the peak at about 8 MeV,

which steadily increases with shield thickness.
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Magnetite concrete, R2-0, configuration 3

Fig. 7 shows a configuration at the experimental hole Nl out-

side R2-0. The concrete consists of magnetite of the same kind

as that of the reactor shield itself. Here more types of detectors

have been used than at config. 2. The NIOBE results have been

normalized to the mean of the results obtained from the threshold

detectors. Table 1 shows the result of the <$ , test at position T2.

Except at the Al window, the NIOBE results agree within 10 per

cent with the experimental values of the threshold detectors (Fig. 8).

Of course, the thermal part of the different spectrum curves

only gives the measured thermal activity correctly. By no means,

however, does it claim to describe the shape of this part of the

spectrum, e. g. at position T3 close to the borated plastic.

Ordinary concrete, R2-0, configuration 7

A plug of ordinary concrete (f = Z. 4 g • cm~ ) has also been

used in the experimental hole Nl. No lead slab or boron-plastic

sheet was used in this case. The results from the experiments are

given in Fig. 9. No NIOBE calculations were made for this geometry.

Iron^ jR_I_

Results (Ni-58) from shielding measurements in iron, per-

formed in the lower iron top lid of the D-O-moderated reactor Rl

(Fig. 1), have been used together with further measurements in

order to obtain the neutron spectrum as a function of the iron thick-

ness (Fig. 10). Analysis has shown that the plug used contained

0. 12-0. 15 per cent C, 0. 4-0. 5 per cent Mn and less than 0. 1 per

c ent Si.

The Mn and Cu results have been corrected with the help of the

<$ . values obtained from In. The shape of the thermal part has
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been been drawn by trial and error in order to give the correct Mn

sub-cadmium-activities at the same time as a smooth fit is ob-

tained to the epithermal part of the spectrum. Furthermore, the

curves in the thermal region have been required, rather arbitra-

rily, to follow the Maxwellian shape at very low energy values.

No calculated values directly applicable to these measure-

ments have been made. However, for the sake of comparison, a

NESPECO calculation for a hypothetical, infinite iron medium with

a .uniformly distributed fission source has been drawn in the same

diagram.

Conclusions

Neutron spectrum calculations have been tested in several

positions inside and outside reactors with a foil activation technique.

The method is based on reliable, relatively simple types of mea-

surement, which can often be performed in the positions required

and without disturbing the neutron spectrum too much. The tests

performed have shown that the absolute values calculated agree

satisfactorily with those measured in well-defined geometries,

but difficulties in geometric translation may easily increase the

error up to a factor of 2 - 4 close to the core (Aa-64).

The foil-activation technique cannot offer a test with a high

energy resolution, and the translation of the activities into spectral

parameters presents some difficulties. However, if the technique

is supported by calculated spectral shapes, a survey of the whole

neutron spectrum is obtained. The method also gives reliable,

absolute values for a group of flux parameters making it possible

to calculate fairly accurately most of the effects associated -with

neutron activation and absorption, power density in fissile media,

neutron shielding, radiation damage etc.
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For well-defined geometries the reliability of the method

seems to be confirmed both by the fit in the overlapping region

between different spectral curves, independently normalized,

and by the possibility of connecting results from independent

resonance and thrp<=hcid Hetti'tor measurements with a calculated

spectrum.
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Table 1.

Results of threshold detector measurements compared to different spectral assumptions in three different positions.
(Only 5 is given but sican be found from the relation $ m f -1 = 0f 5, where Qf = (2m{ (LASL))

Foil

In

P
S
Ni
Ti

Al

Eeff

(MeV)

1.7
2.9
3.2
3.5
6.0
8.0

(mb)

170
30
65

101
15
0.61

Average

Fission

LASL

84
83
86
86
-

96

87 + 7

(10 9 n-cm- 2 - s -

Centre of Rl

D2°
KOLT-calc.

88
78
89
88
-

89

88 ± 6

1)

Monte Carlo

(Le-63)

93
97

102
100
-

95

97 ±.5

<?mf

(101 O n . c m - 2
• s - 1 )

Centre of R2-0

Fission

LASL

157
142
153
146
142
147

148 + 8

KOLT-

calc .

147
141
152
146
139
132

143 ± 10

MOBE-

calc .

196
129
139
134
130
121

141 ± 38

( 1 0 7 n - cm^-s*1)

Magn. concrete (3,T2)

Fission

LASL

31
27
.

26

39

31 ±7

NIOBE-

calc.

32
29
.

28

26

29 ± 3
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